
AM Scenario 1.3: Multiple Assets with Multiple Distribution Lines on Same Receipt

Scenario - Multiple Assets with Multiple Distribution Lines on Same Receipt

If the PO was set up using the recommended method from AM Tool 3, your Receipt should look 

similar to the screenshot below where each asset has its own Receipt line. (If it does not, skip to 

page 3.)

Version 1.1  11/13/2013

Accessed from Pending Hyperlink

Note: If there are multiple split-funded assets on the same receipt, you must click the Pending 

hyperlink for each receipt line to access the “Use One Asset ID” button. Then click the “Use One 

Asset ID” box for each split-funded asset (each receipt line). This is an important step because if 

you don‟t do this, the receiving process will create more assets than you need. Every distribution 

line with asset data would create a unique Asset ID, which would be incorrect.

This is an example of one of the Receipt lines.

This example has two 

split Distribution Lines 

indicated by the 

multiple rows available 

on the page (1 of 2). 

These Purchase Order 

Distribution Lines can 

be combined into one 

asset by using the                         

button. This will 

combine the two 

Distribution Lines into 

One Load Line in the 

AM Interface Tables. 

Perform this step for 

each Receipt Line.
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The More Details Tab holds additional Asset Physical Information.

Click OK and Save. When the receipt is saved, a batch job will automatically run. The AM 

Status should change to Moved when you navigate back into the Receipt. Asset ID‟s will 

be assigned automatically in the Asset Management module. Those assets will have a 

status of „Received‟ until cost is integrated from the voucher.

Distribution Line #1

Distribution Line #2 (accessed by clicking the Show Next Row button in the Distribution 

Information section (in red box on page 1)

By using the Use One Asset ID feature, both Distribution Lines for this Purchase Order Line 

have the Number field set to „1‟. This will ensure the Distribution Lines will be combined into 

one Load Line in the Interface Tables, yet retain the split ChartField information in Asset 

Management.
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Alternate Method if Purchase Order Not Set Up Per AM Tool 3

If the PO was not set up so that every asset has its own Receipt line, additional steps will be 

necessary to ensure the correct number of assets are loaded in Asset Management.

In this example, there is a Receipt Quantity of 3.000 with two distribution lines.

Accessed from Pending Hyperlink

Left as is, this 

would create two 

assets, each with 

a  quantity of 

1.5000. Neither 

would be split-

funded. Since the 

goal is 3 assets, 

each with 2 

distributions, 

manual 

intervention is 

required.
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To correctly split out the assets and the distributions, follow these steps:

1. Click the Use One Asset ID button on the first distribution line. This will consolidate the 

funding lines. 

2. Click OK so that the Maintain Receipts page displays again. The Serialize button will be 

grayed out.

3. Click the Pending hyperlink again.

4. Manually click the + button to add additional rows under each distribution line.  You should 

have the same number of rows as the number of assets under each distribution line. In the 

example below, the + button was clicked 2 times for each distribution line, for a total of 3 

assets.

5. Change the Quantity and Asset ID for every line. Be careful that the correct Asset ID (ex 

NEXT2) is matched up with the same Distribution Sequence number (Dist Seq column) on 

each of the funding streams. You will manually enter NEXT2, NEXT3, etc. NEXT will 

automatically use the next available Asset ID; NEXT2 will enter the Asset ID available after 

NEXT, and so on.

Click OK and Save. When the receipt is saved, a batch job will automatically run. The AM 

Status should change to Moved when you navigate back into the Receipt. Asset ID‟s will 

be assigned automatically in the Asset Management module. Those assets will have a 

status of „Received‟ until cost is integrated from the voucher.
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